
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: Music
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

By the end of Year 7 we hope a student would demonstrate the following in music lessons:
● Enthusiasm for listening to different genres of music
● Confidence to perform something within a group
● Ability to identify a success and a possible improvement in performance and composition
● Maturity to work unsupervised by the teacher for short periods of time
● Ability to work well and contribute positively within a group
● Ability to perform simple (Grade 1) pieces with basic accuracy, technical control, expression and musicality (see PLC)
● Ability to compose short pieces with basic use of musical elements (see PLC)
● Ability to describe music I hear using musical terminology
● Ability to read quavers, crotchets and minims between C and C’
● Ability to perform from simple notation

Please be aware that to practically facilitate the curriculum in the rooms we have available, that students may learn the two units within a term in the opposite order to that
listed. This is because we have a classroom set up and dedicated to performing on instruments and a classroom set up and dedicated to composing using a Mac Mini suite.
All students receive the same curriculum content across the academic year.

Year 7 Autumn 1 – 7.1 Ode to Joy and Folie Art Autumn 2 – 7.2 Taiko and West African Drumming
Knowledge to be
taught

● Pitch: C to C’

● Rhythm (units): Quavers, crotchets and minims

● How to navigate a piano keyboard

● Pulse and its importance in music performance

● Sound effects and how they are created

● African drums and other percussion instruments
● Aural tradition
● Cultural importance of music
● Cultural traditions associated with music
● Ensemble awareness
● Metre & Pulse
● Improvisation
● Structure: Call and response



● Rhythm: Polyrhythm
● Expression: Dynamics
● Expression: Articulation

Links to prior
knowledge

Depending on which primary school they attended, some students
may have prior knowledge of pitch or rhythm. Students who have
been learning an instrument or singing outside of class lessons will
be able to draw on this knowledge. Some students may have studied
little or no music at primary school.

Some students have done a performing project (Wider
Opportunities) on djembe drum at primary school. Students have
started exploring pulse and its importance in music performance in
unit 7.1.

How knowledge
/skill is assessed

Each lesson the teacher will provide verbal feedback as students are
learning to play the music. There will be performing opportunities
within each lesson and the teacher will model feedback, which can
then be used to support students giving self and peer feedback. At
the end of the unit students will record their performance and the
teacher will have a conversation with them about their learning,
giving specific praise and constructive feedback. The teacher will tell
the student if they are still working towards, on target, or exceeding
their target (S/O/E). The teacher will also record a grade on a
tracking sheet and SIMS, but this will not be shared with the student.

Each lesson the teacher will provide verbal feedback as students are
composing. There will be opportunities for students to play their
work to the class, within most lessons, and the teacher will model
feedback, which can then be used to support students giving self and
peer feedback. At the end of the unit students will play their
composition to the teacher who will have a conversation with them
about their learning, giving specific praise and constructive
feedback. The teacher will tell the student if they are still working
towards, on target, or exceeding their target (S/O/E). The teacher
will also record a grade on a tracking sheet and SIMS, but this will
not be shared with the student.

How gaps will be
addressed

● Re-teaching / re-modelling of key concepts

● One-to-one modelling for students where necessary

● Higher ability students supporting lower ability students

● Re-teaching / re-modelling of key concepts

● One-to-one modelling for students where necessary

● Higher ability students supporting lower ability students

Key vocabulary ● Pitch

● Pulse

● Rhythm

● Quaver

● Crotchet

● Minim

● Melody

● Composer

● Sound effects

● Ensemble awareness
● Metre & Pulse
● Improvisation
● Structure: Call and response
● Rhythm: Polyrhythm
● Expression: Dynamics
● Expression: Articulation



Cultural capital
lessons

Composer of the month referred to in lessons and excerpts played
and discussed. Students will learn about Beethoven and his place
and importance in music history. They will learn to perform ‘Ode To
Joy’ from his 9th Symphony.

Composer of the month referred to in lessons and excerpts played
and discussed. We will discuss some facts about Indonesia and how
the culture of music is different compared with the UK. We will
discuss why it is important to study music from around the world.

Year 7 Spring 1 – 7.3 Highfield Rocks! Spring 2 – 7.4 Music Through The Ages
Knowledge to be
taught

● Conventions of Western pop music
● Playing in time
● Performing on ukulele
● Structure: Verse-and-chorus form

● Sonority – the sonority of individual instruments, how

combining instruments can create different types of sonority

● The instruments and sections of the orchestra

● A selection of famous composers of music for orchestra

● The periods of musical history and how the orchestra

changed

● How to arrange a piece of music on music software

(Garageband)

● Aurally recognise different instruments

● Understanding how high and low pitch is produced

Links to prior
knowledge

Students may have previous experience of singing at primary school,
particularly events such as the Hertfordshire Schools’ Gala and the
Big Sing.

Some students may already learn instruments outside of class. Some
students may have seen instruments being played live, many won’t
have done. Students have studied ‘Ode To Joy’ on the keyboard,
which is a piece originally composed for orchestra – we will revisit
this piece briefly.

How knowledge
/skill is assessed

Each lesson the teacher will provide verbal feedback as students are
learning to play the music. There will be performing opportunities
within each lesson and the teacher will model feedback, which can
then be used to support students giving self and peer feedback. At
the end of the unit students will record their performance and the
teacher will have a conversation with them about their learning,
giving specific praise and constructive feedback. The teacher will tell
the student if they are still working towards, on target, or exceeding

Each lesson the teacher will provide verbal feedback as students are
learning to play the music. There will be performing opportunities
within each lesson and the teacher will model feedback, which can
then be used to support students giving self and peer feedback. At
the end of the unit students will record their performance and the
teacher will have a conversation with them about their learning,
giving specific praise and constructive feedback. The teacher will tell
the student if they are still working towards, on target, or exceeding



their target (S/O/E). The teacher will also record a grade on a
tracking sheet and SIMS, but this will not be shared with the student.

their target (S/O/E). The teacher will also record a grade on a
tracking sheet and SIMS, but this will not be shared with the student.

How gaps will be
addressed

● Re-teaching / re-modelling of key concepts

● One-to-one modelling for students where necessary

● Higher ability students supporting lower ability students

● Re-teaching / re-modelling of key concepts

● One-to-one modelling for students where necessary

● Higher ability students supporting lower ability students

Key vocabulary ● Major scale/key
● Ukulele

● Chord

● Verse

● Chorus

● String section: Violin, viola, cello, double bass
● Woodwind section: Flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon
● Brass section: Trumpet, horn, trombone, tuba
● Percussion section: Cymbals, timpani, bass drum, xylophone
● Musical periods: Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque, Classical,

Romantic, 20th Century
● Plainchant
● Mode
● Ground bass
● Drone
● Dynamics

Cultural capital
lessons

Composer of the month referred to in lessons and excerpts played
and discussed. Students will learn about musical theatre composers
modern and from the past. Students will understand how stories can
be told through song.

Composer of the month referred to in lessons and excerpts played
and discussed.

Year 7 Summer 1 – 7.5 African drumming Summer 2 – 7.6 Form and Texture
Knowledge to be
taught

● Rhythm units: semiquavers, semibreves

● Drum and percussion technique

● Structure

● Rhythm notation

● Binary form

● Ternary form

● Rondo form

● Types of texture

● The role of tempo in a composition

● The role of dynamics in a composition



● Chord progression

Links to prior
knowledge

Some students perform on djembe drum as part of the Wider
Opportunities scheme at primary school. Students have already
learned the quaver, crotchet and minim rhythm units and can now
add to these. Students can use their prior experience of ensemble
performance.

Students have performed ‘Ode to Joy’ in melody and
accompaniment texture. ‘Ode to Joy’ is also a ternary form melody.
Students are familiar with the terms tempo, texture and dynamics.
We will draw links to the form used in the Songs from the Shows.

How knowledge
/skill is assessed

Each lesson the teacher will provide verbal feedback as students are
composing. There will be opportunities for students to play their
work to the class, within most lessons, and the teacher will model
feedback, which can then be used to support students giving self and
peer feedback. At the end of the unit students will play their
composition to the teacher who will have a conversation with them
about their learning, giving specific praise and constructive
feedback. The teacher will tell the student if they are still working
towards, on target, or exceeding their target (S/O/E). The teacher
will also record a grade on a tracking sheet and SIMS, but this will
not be shared with the student.

Each lesson the teacher will provide verbal feedback as students are
composing. There will be opportunities for students to play their
work to the class, within most lessons, and the teacher will model
feedback, which can then be used to support students giving self and
peer feedback. At the end of the unit students will play their
composition to the teacher who will have a conversation with them
about their learning, giving specific praise and constructive
feedback. The teacher will tell the student if they are still working
towards, on target, or exceeding their target (S/O/E). The teacher
will also record a grade on a tracking sheet and SIMS, but this will
not be shared with the student.

How gaps will be
addressed

● Re-teaching / re-modelling of key concepts

● One-to-one modelling for students where necessary

● Higher ability students supporting lower ability students

● Re-teaching / re-modelling of key concepts

● One-to-one modelling for students where necessary

● Higher ability students supporting lower ability students

Key vocabulary ● Djembe drum

● Surdo drum

● Semiquaver

● Semibreve

● Structure

● Piano

● Forte

● Crescendo

● Diminuendo

● Texture

● Tempo

● Dynamics

● Melody

● Chord

● Binary form

● Ternary form

● Rondo form

● Introduction

● Outro



Cultural capital
lessons

Composer of the month referred to in lessons and excerpts played
and discussed. Students will learn about musical theatre composers
modern and from the past. Students will understand how stories can
be told through song.

Composer of the month referred to in lessons and excerpts played
and discussed. We will discuss some facts about Indonesia and how
the culture of music is different compared with the UK. We will
discuss why it is important to study music from around the world.


